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Abstract

In this paper a new adaptation-based method is presented
to reconstruct animatable facial models of human individ-
uals from scan data. An anatomy-based generic control
model serves as the starting point for our adaptation al-
gorithm. Based on a series of measurements between the
specified 3D landmarks, a global adaptation is carried out
to align the generic control model to the scan surface. A
local adaptation then deforms the geometry of the generic
model to fit all of its vertices to the scan surface. The
high-resolution geometry of the scan surface is represented
as a displacement map which is generated using an offset-
envelope mapping. Reconstruction of high-resolution geom-
etry on the adapted generic mesh is achieved by hierarchical
refinement using a surface subdivision scheme with resam-
pling of the displacement map.

Keywords: Individualized Face Modeling and Animation,
Face Adaptation, Displacement Map.

1. Introduction
Generation of realistic looking, animated human face

models is one of the most interesting and challenging tasks
in computer graphics. In literature, several approaches for
modeling of individualized human faces have been pro-
posed. The early parametric conformation models [4, 12]
attempt to create an encapsulated model that could generate
a wide range of faces by manual tuning a set of conforma-
tion parameters. In [9, 11], plaster models and interactive
manipulation are needed to create realistic face models. The
more efficient approach to reconstruct a face shape is the
image-based technique [1, 6, 10] which deforms a prepared
generic model using a set feature points detected on the two
(or more) facial images as constraints. Decarlo et al. [3]
constructed a range of static facial models with realistic pro-
portions using a variational constrained optimization tech-
nique. Some researchers use the scattered data interpolation
technique to smoothly interpolate the desired change in face
shape by the vector-valued offset between the manually de-
fined feature points on the generic mesh and those on the
face geometry of a specific person [7, 13].

The goal of face cloning calls for models that are based
on real measurements of the structures of the human face.

Advances in 3D scanning technology have enabled auto-
matic capture of complex 3D models such as human faces
with highly detailed surfaces. However, using the acquired
geometry directly for reconstructing animatable facial mod-
els is widely known to suffer from several key problems:
� dense and irregular surface data that can not be easily

used for optimal model construction and real-time ani-
mation;

� absence of functional structure for animation;
� incomplete data with holes and noise.

In this paper we propose a new adaptation-based ap-
proach to reconstruction of animated 3D faces of real hu-
man individuals. With an anatomy-based generic model and
scan range data as inputs, a global adaptation automatically
adapts the position, size and orientation of the generic model
to align it with the scan data. The local adaptation then
deforms the skin geometry of the generic model to fit all
of its vertices to the scan data. We use an offset-envelope
mapping approach to automatically generate a displacement
map which represents the detail of the high-resolution ge-
ometry. A hierarchical representation of the model is then
constructed to approximate the scan data with increasing ac-
curacy by surface refinement using a triangular mesh subdi-
vision scheme with resampling of the displacement map.

2. Facial Model Adaptation
2.1. Generic Control Model and Scan Data

We have developed a generic facial model with a lay-
ered anatomical structure for physically-based animation
[14] (see Fig. 1). The facial skin surface is represented by an
efficiently triangulated mesh. The underlying muscle layer
consists of 23 important facial muscles. The confluence of
different muscles based on the Facial Action Coding System
[5] can create a wide variety of intense expressions. A fitted
geometric skull model is used for construction of facial mus-
cles in the startup phase of the animation system. The eyes
and teeth are separately modeled using geometric models.

In our approach, facial geometry and texture informa-
tion is acquired using a laser range scanning system Minolta
VIVID 900 Digitize��� . For each subject, the scanner de-
livers the range data and a reflectance color image simulta-
neously. Fig. 1 (d) and (e) show the recovered face geometry
with Gouraud shading and its texture-mapped appearance,
respectively.
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(d) (e)

Figure 1. (a) and (b) Two views of the generic control
model; (c) Layered structure of skin, muscles and skull; (d)
Scan surface data; (e) Texture-mapped target model.

2.2. Global Adaptation
The global alignment adapts the position, size and orien-

tation of � to align it with � � in the 3D space. We have
specified a small set of 6 landmarks (corners of the eyes and
mouth) on both � and � � for global alignment. For � , the
eye center positions p�� and p�� are obtained as the midpoint
of two corner positions of the left and right eye respectively.
The mouth center position p� is computed in the same way.
The plane on which 3D center points of the eyes and mouth
lie is called eye-mouth plane. The model center p� is defined
as the midpoint between p�� and p��. The corresponding key
points of ��, p���, p���, p�� and p��, are calculated in the
same way.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Anthropometric landmarks specified on the scan
data (a) and generic model (b). (c) World coordinate system.

The global alignment is carried out in two steps. In the
first step, �� is transformed such that the line through the
estimated eye center positions is parallel to the �-axis of the
world coordinate system and that the sagittal plane corre-
sponds with the �-� plane. Let an arbitrary vertex x�

� on ��

move to its new position x��

� . And let R� be the rotation
matrix, T� be the translation vector. Eq. 1 computes the
transformation.

x�
�

� � R��x�� � p��� � T� (1)

In principle, six parameters must be estimated, three ro-
tation angles (���, ��� , ��� ) around the �-, �-, and �-axes, and
three translation components along the �-, �-, and �-axes.
Using the reference eye center positions (p��� and p���) and
their orthographic projections on the �-� plane (p���

��� and

p���
��� ), ��� is estimated as the angle between vector

������
p���
���p���

���

and the � axis, and ��� is estimated as the angle between

vectors
������
p���p��� and

������
p���
���p���

��� . ���, on the other hand, is
found by calculating the angle between the normal of the
eye-mouth plane and the �-axis. The translation components
are estimated such that �-� plane coincides with the sagittal
plane.

In the second step, the source model � is to be scaled
for matching the size of � � and to be rotated and translated
for matching the position of � �. The transformation of � is
formulated as

x
�

� � SR�x� � p�� � T (2)

where x� and x
�

� are positions of an arbitrary vertex on �
before and after the transformation, S is the scaling matrix,
R is the rotation matrix, and T is the translation vector.

Three rotation angles (��, �� and ��) in R are estimated
in the same way as to determine rotation parameters in Eq.
1. The scaling factors (��, ��, ��) in S are estimated from
the ratio of lengths between a pair of key points as measured
both in � and � �.

�� �
� p��� � p��� �
� p�� � p�� �

� �� �
� p�� � p�� �

� p� � p� �
� �� �

�

�
�������

(3)
The translation vector T is estimated by matching the co-
ordinates of the model center of � with those of the model
center of�� in the �-� plane (assuming an orthographic pro-
jection).

2.3. Local Adaptation
The global adaptation step gives a close alignment for

the generic model � to the scan data � �. The goal of local
adaptation is to fit the position of all vertices on the � to
��. This procedure can be regarded as an inflation process,
where each vertex of � is shifted along a certain direction
outwards until it fits to the scan data. Therefore, the shape
fitting becomes a problem of how to determine the corre-
sponding 3D position of each vertex of � on the surface
of ��. To find this correspondence, for each vertex of � ,
we sample a point in the surface of � � in the direction of
a cylindrical projection. Each vertex of � is then moved to
the position of its corresponding sampled point on � �, and
the deformed generic mesh is denoted as �� .

3. Surface Detail Reconstruction with Displace-
ment Map

The described face adaptation algorithm deforms the low-
resolution generic control model to produce a close approx-
imation to the shape of the scan data, implying surface sim-
plification. To accurately and efficiently represent high-
resolution surface detail, we use a displacement map rep-
resentation.

For displacement map generation, we employ the concept
of the simplification envelope that was introduced in [2] for
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mesh simplification. Since the basic idea of the simplifica-
tion envelope is extended here for volume-to-surface trans-
formation and the envelope around a polygonal surface is
defined by two offset meshes, we will henceforth refer to it
as the offset envelope. We define the offset envelope around
the mesh �� using two offset surfaces ������ and ������

which are obtained by offsetting each vertex �x� on �� along
its normal direction by distances � and�� respectively. Ac-
tually, the offset envelope is composed of N� basic prisms
for all triangles of �� . As shown in Fig. 3, a basic prism
enclosing an arbitrary triangular element �� � ��x�� � �x

�
� � �x

�
��

on �� is defined by two triangles on ������ and ������,
��� � ��x��� � �x��� � �x��� � and ��� � ��x��� � �x��� � �x��� �, at the
top and bottom, and three side faces. Each side of the basic
prism need not be a plane since in general the two vertex
normals that constrain the side face are not equal. In such
case the side face is defined as a bilinear patch.

Figure 3. A basic prism of offset envelope for point-to-
surface mapping.

For a basic prism as shown in Fig. 3, v� is a point on
the triangle ��. Its position and normal can be defined by its
barycentric coordinates �� as:

v� �
��

���

���x
�
� � nv�

�

��

���

��n�x�

�

(4)

where �x�� and n�x�

�

are positions and normals of three vertices

of ��. This interpolation ensures a continuous normal across
the planar surface of �� and between adjacent triangles. This
allows any point x�� on the scan surface to be mapped to
the control mesh �� in terms of an indexed triangle �� on ��
and barycentric coordinates �� which give the point v� and a
displacement �� along the interpolated normal nv�

, as in Eq.
5.

x�� � v� � ��nv�
�

��

���

����x
�
� � ��n�x�

�

� (5)

The high-resolution scan surface is parameterized with re-
spect to the adapted contol model by solving Eq. 5 so that
for each scan data point x�� we obtain a displacement �� and
barycentric coordinates �� .

To compute a displacement map representation of the
high-resolution scan surface, we first map the adapted
generic model �� to the 2D image plane using a cylindri-
cal projection. Each triangle on the surface mesh of �� ,
�� � ��x�� � �x

�
� � �x

�
��, is uniquely mapped to a corresponding

triangle in the image plane, ������ � ��x������ � �x������ � �x������ �.
Since every scan data point x�� is mapped to a point on the
nearest triangle �� on �� as defined by Eq. 5, the mapping of

�
� to the same 2D image plane can be established by a two-

step mapping, i.e., using the offset envelope to map� � onto
�� and then mapping �� to the image plane with the cylindri-

cal projection. After this two-step mapping, coordinates of
vertex x�� in the image plane, x������ , can be calculated as:

x������ �

��

���

���x
�����
� (6)

2D Image Plane
(Displacement Map)

3D Space

x2
k~

x 1
k~

x3
k~

x 2
k~n

x 3
k~n

x 1
k~n

M 12

M 23

M 13

x1
k(uv)~

x2
k(uv)~ x3

k(uv)~

M 12
(uv)

M 13
(uv)

(uv)
M 23

x12
k~

x13
k~

x23
k~

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) The grayscale displacement map generated
for the scan data with the adapted generic model. Displace-
ment values are scaled such that a white pixel represents the
maximum displacement and black, the minimum displace-
ment. (b) Refinement of the adapted generic control mesh by
quaternary subdivision, where M��, M��, and M�� are the
midpoints of the triangle edges, M����

�� , M����
�� , and M����

��

are their image coordinates in the displacement map, and
�x���, �x���, and �x��� are the displaced vertices obtained by the
sampled displacements.

The mapping of � � to the image plane using Eq. 6 en-
ables us to sample the surface of � � for each pixel �� in the
image plane. If �� is in the region covered by the mapped
�
�, a triangle �

�����
� � �x������� � x������� � x������� � of the

mapped �� that contains �� can be identified. The barycen-
tric coordinates of �� in this triangle, �� , are calculated. As
the displacement �x��

�
of each triangle vertex x��� along the

interpolated low-resolution triangle normal is known from
offset-envelope mapping, we can calculate the displacement
��� associated with any pixel �� as:

��� �

��

���

�� �x��
�

(7)

A displacement map image � can be generated from the
mapping defined by Eq. 7, where the distance along the in-
terpolated surface normal between �� and �� is sampled for
any pixel in the image (see Fig. 4 (a)). We employ the qua-
ternary subdivision scheme together with the displacement
map image to efficiently construct the subdivision hierarchy
on top of the adapted generic model �� (Fig. 4 (b)). For
each newly added vertex, its mapped image position in � is
calculated and � is sampled at this position to obtain a dis-
placement value. The sampled displacement is then applied
to the new vertex along the interpolated normal and the up-
dated mesh of �� is refined.
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4. Results
The presented framework for the reconstruction of indi-

vidualized facial models has been tested on the scan data
shown in Fig. 1. Depending on the quality requirements, an
appropriate refinement level can be picked for display. Fig.
5 (a) shows the reconstructed facial model at 2 levels of sub-
division of the adapted generic control mesh with Gouraud
shading. The final textured facial model is shown in Fig. 5
(b). Generation of the model at multiple levels of subdivi-
sion is shown in Fig. 6.

Through face adaptation process, the geometric shape of
the model is transformed without changing the underlying
animation structure, the resulting new face thus retains full
animation capabilities using the adapted physically-based
muscle models. Fig. 7 shows some facial expressions syn-
thesized on the reconstructed facial model.

Figure 5. Individualized facial model reconstructed from
generic model adaptation with 2 levels of refinement: (top)
Gouraud shading; (bottom) texture mapping.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6. Reconstructed model at different levels of sub-
division: (a) level 0 (5,253 triangles); (b) level 1 (21,012
triangles); (c) level 2 (84,048 triangles).

5. Conclusions
We have presented a method for efficient reconstruction

of animatable individualized facial models from captured
range data with minimal user intervention. The face adapta-
tion algorithm consists of two steps, namely: 1) the global
adaptation; and 2) the local adaptation. An offset-envelope
mapping approach is presented to generate the displacement
map and we construct a hierarchical representation of the
model with multiple levels of detail by displaced subdivision
surfaces. Future work remains to automate the landmark po-
sitioning process, to develop more sophisticated method to

Figure 7. Expressions synthesized on the animated facial
model: (a) happiness; (b) anger; (c) surprise; (d) sadness.

fit the generic control model to the imperfect scan data, and
to enhance the realism of eyes and teeth.
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